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THE Ri;LATIONSHIP OF ASPECT AND TOP0GRAPJIC POSITION
TO THE OCCURRENCE O DOUGLAS-r lB FRK BEf!TLE DAMAGE

IN WESThRN OREGON AND SOJTHWESTh RN WASHINGTON

INTRODLTCTIOJS

Insect epidemics in forests originate and spread in a

manner which is only partly understood. The need for fur-
ther knowledge is emphasized by the rocent severe outbreak
of Douglae.sflr bark beetles(Dendroctonue pseudotauae

Hopk,) in western Oregon and southwestern Washington. Ap-

proximately three billion board feet of timber had been
killed by fall of 1954 (3, p.231).

It is generally agreed that this infestation originat.
ed as a result of widespread blowdown and enowbreak accom-

panying severe storms during the winters of 1949-50 and

1951-52. The tremendous volume of windthrown timber,

amounting to nearly twelve billion board feet (3, p.231),

provided ideal breeding conditions for the beetles. By

fall of 1951 the epidemic was evident from the numerous

red-topped Doug1aefir trees(Paeudotauga menziesii Mirb.)

seen in many forest areas.

To deal adequately with future infestations, and to
prevent or minimize the damage to valuable timber, it is
necessary to understand the many factors causing such epi-
demics. Government and private research organizations are
currently studying a number of the important factors con-
nected with this epidemic, and it is with the hope of
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adding some information to their work that this project

has been undertaken.

The basic data used in this study consist of twelve

strips of color aerial transparencies photographed during

the summer of 1954. A portion of each strip of eight to

twelve photographs has been designated as a plot for the

purposes of this project. The plots represent a stratified

random sample of areas which included fairly severe beetle

damage in western Oregon and southwestern Washington. Six

plots were randomly selected from Coast Range areas and six

from Cascade Range areas. The nine-inch square color trans.

parencies having an average photo soale of about 1:7500

furnished an accurate record of the discolored foliage of

the beetle-killed timber, and of the location and topography

on which the damage occurred.

The objectives of this study are as follows:

l. To determine if Douglas-fir bark beetle damage
occurred in a pattern related to aspect and topo-
graphic position in the current epidemic.

To investigate the grouped nature of the beetle
killed trees as related to aspect and topographic
position, and to indicate the percentage of beetle-
killed trees represented in various group classes.
To demonstrate the value of color aerial photo-
graphs in forest insect studies.



BACKGROUND

Susceptibility of Trees to Insect Damage
A number of complex factors govern the susceptibility

of trees to insect daniage, and the abundance of insects in

forests. Studies of environmental factors such as climate,
soil conditions, forest stand composition, and topography
may lead to a better understanding of conditions favoring
the development of insect epidemics. Since only aspect
and topographic position could be determined through photo-
interpretation, this investigation was limited to a con-
sideration of these two factors as related to the occur-
rence of beetle-killed trees.

Under normal forest conditions insect damage is usually
held in chock by natural control factors. Insect epidemics

often follow disturbances in the natural balance which fa-
vor an increase in insect populations. These infostation8
appear to build-up, spread, and subside in response to
environmental factors which, if understood, might be con-
trolled through improved forest management.

The Douglas-fir bark beetle usually breeds in felled
or weakened Douglas-fir and western larch trees. Occaston-

ally, however, it becomes aggressive and kills healthy
mature trees (11, p.155). The pattern of attack by the
beetle appears to differ considerably among regions.

In the Douglas-fir region, outbreaks usually depend
on accumulations of dead trees following blowdown, fire,



or logging. The beetles

timber, and green timber i.

dead material is exhausted.

following the Tillamook Burn

million board feet of timber

Douglas-fir beetlos (19, p.4

have occurred in the region,

which approached the present epidemic in severity (7, p.1).
In the Rocky Mountains, Douglas-fir beetles have ap-

peared more aggressive. In that region infestations may

develop initially in uninjured timber. The epidemic sub-

sides slowly, frequently killing most of the larger trees

in a stand. Estimated annual lose in the northern Rocky

Mountain region alone amounts to 125 millIon board feat

(1, p.2).
An understanding of the factors of susceptibility to

Insect damage can be applied to practical forest management

in the formulation of cutting plans as based on risk and

vigor classes, and In insect hazard-mapping of forest

stands.

uaceatjbj1jt Related to To.ora'h

Damage caused by some forest insects and fungi I
thought to be correlated with topography. The oorrala-

tion is usually Indirect in that topography influences a

number of other environmental factors, such as climate and

soil moisture conditions, which In turn Influence the

4

tiply rapidly in recently-killed

attacked after the supply of

Within a period of five years

of 1933, approximately 200

in the vicinity were killed by

Other sImilar infestations

but there is no record of any
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susceptibility of the timber stand to beetle damage. Tem-

perature, precipitation, and wind velocity are known to

vary greatly on adjacent areas because of differences In

elevation arid aspect.

A number of these relationships have been found to

exist in studies of destructive agents in forests. boyce

and Wagg (2, p.70), in their study of conk rot of old-

growth Douglas-fir In western Oregon, found more extensive

decay on southerly aspects and steep slopes. Insect hazard-

mapping projects in the ponderosa pine region of northeast-

ern California (18) and in the spruce-fir stands of northern

Maine (13) made use of the knowledge of topography as a

natural barrier and Its relationship to 8tand composition

in determining boundaries between hazard classes.

The widespread blowdown, which preceded the current

beetle opldemic, appears to have occurred in a pattern

related to topography. In a study of wind damage in the

forests of the Oregon Coast Range, Ruth and Yoder (15)

found that In virgin stands the heaviest damage occurred
on the lee side of ridges. Since damaging storm winds in

the Coast Range usually come from approximately south thir

ty degrees west, the northerly and northeasterly slopes

could be expected to have the greatest amount of blowdown.

They also reported that clear-cut areas in the Cascade Head

xperimenta1 Forest had 93 per cent of the wind damage on

north and east cutting boundaries, with heaviest damage
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occurring when those boundariez were located on the leeward

aide of ridges.

Various research projects have been undertaken by

government and private organizations to Investigate the

biological and ecological factors underlying this epidemic,

The Forest Insects Division of the Pacific Northwest Forest
and Range Experiment Station (formerly the Portland Forest
Insect Laboratory of the U. S. Bureau of Entomology and

Plant Quarantine), in 000peratIon with Weyerhaeuser Timber

Company's Forestry Research Department, had established

mortality p].ots on the company's Mi].liooma Tree Farm in

southweatern Oregon prior to this recent blowdown (14, p.12).

These plots wore of great value in following the course of

the beetle epidemic. Plots have also been laid out on the

same tree farm, cutting across the topography between adja-

cent roads, to investigate the relationship of aspect,

topographic position, site, crown class and other factors

to the occurrence of bark beetle damage and other mortality.

It is hoped that this study will supplement the re-
search projects mentioned above by considering mortality

on a regional basis.

Blowdowri and Bark et1e Surve Pro ects

The color aerial photographs utilized in this study

were taken originally aa a part of beetle-kill surveys and

research projects designed to evaluate various aspects of

the epidemic. As the extent of the damage caused by the
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blowdown and bark beetles became known, the most pressing

need was for surveys to determine the location and volume

of timber in need of salvage. Reconnaissance surveys re-

vealed the seriousness of the situation, and during the
summer of 1952 a more intensive survey was undertaken by

cooperating government and private organ izat ions under

supervision of the Pacific Northwest Forest and flange Ex

perimont Station arid the Portland Forest Insect Laboratory.
Aerial observers mapped blowdown and beetle damage on

11,500,000 acres and scouted an additional 2,000,000

acres (7, p.1).
In order to estimate the volume of blowdown and beetle

killed timber, volume plots were taken in the field at ran-
dom locationswithin the boundaries of the damaged stands.

These data used in conjunction with the map information
made it possible to estimate the total blowdown and beetle-
kill damage, expressed in board foot volume, for the enti
region. The volume estimates were checked by comparisons

with detailed surveys by the Weyerhaeuser Timber Company.

It was also possible to utilize two strips of color aerial
photographs in checking the map information as utilized
in the volume estimates.

The color photographs had been part of a project te
ing the effectiveness of color and panohromattc aerial
photographs in following trends in the beetle epidemic, and
for making estimates of mortality on a region-wide basis.
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The color photographs proved to be particularly effective
in recording beetle-damage. Subsequently, during the sum.-

mer of 1953, approxImately sixty beetle-trend plots were
photographed with color film. Most of these plots were
re-photographed during the summer of 1954, and a few now

plots were added. Fifty plots photographed during both
1953 and 1354 were suitable for comparative study. Mr.

John F. Wear, pilot for the Experiment Station, supervised
the aerial photography. Mr. Robert 13. Pope had charge of

analysis and Interpretation of aerial photographs, with
Dr. J. R. Dilworth of Oregon Stats College actually doing
the interpretation.

The beetle infestation was found to be In epidemic
proportions In western Oregon and southwestern Washington.

For sampling purposes the area was subdivided into five
goograpica1 units Including one unit in Washington and
four In Oregon.. The Coast and Cascade areas of Oregon,

as shown on Map I, were further subdivided into north and
south units.

Beetle-trend plots were distributed proportionately
among sampling units on the basis of sawtirnber volume.

The township within which a plot was to be established was
selected in a random manner, hut the actual starting point
of each plot was determined by aerial-scouting the township
and selecting a point that met certain specifications. The

requirements for a beetle-trend plot were that the starting
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point be easily identified from the air, and that it be
located withir a forested area composed principally or aaw-
timber oxtending in a cardinal direction for at least 2
milos, and, euijt.able for a plot * mile wide and 2 miles long.
Only plots with a significant amount of beetle damage were
photographed. Photo runs were up to 4 miles in length in
order to insulle adequate stereo-coverage, and with deviation
of no more thin * mile from the flight line as plotted on
the map (20, pp.6-8).

The boet].e-trend plots were photographed from an alti-

tude of approiinately 7,500 feet above the average ground
elevation usthg a 12-inch focal length K-l7 aerial camera.
The resulting photos were in the form, of 9-inch square
color tranepaxencies with an average photo scale of about
1:7500.

Twelve beet1etrend plots were randomly-selected from

the total number of plots photographed during the summer of

1954 for use n this study. The method of plot selection

is described ji detail in the section on "location of study
area and plote" beginning on page 14.
Value, of Co1or Aerial Photoraphr

Aerial surveys have been used extenøively in detecting
and appraisin the damage caused by forest insects. Obeerv-

ore have been utilized in most aerial surveys because pho-
tography is rnre expensive, slower, and does not always

record damage which can be seen visually. On the other
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hand, photographs provide a permanent record which can be

studied in detail in the office, Color photographs are

particularly effective in recording slight differences in
the coloration of upper tree crowns, which frequently in-
dicate infestations by certain forest insects.

In comparing the effectiveness of color and black-and-
white photography, it should be emphasized that photographs

are never completely realistic in recording the detail or
colors which a'e seen visually, Color photographs are more

realistic in siowing colors, tones, and shades, but reso-
lution is theot1cally better in black-and-white photo-
graphs. By se].eoting the proper filter, any color record-
ed by color £ilrn can be made lighter or darker when re-

corded by black..and-white film. However, black-and-white

photographs are limited In detail and depth by the fact
that all color8 are recorded as shades between black and
vh1te (6, p.44).

The use of color photographs has been limited by tech
nical dtfficultiee, and the high cost of film and proces
1mg. Color fi.m has a narrow latitude of exposure and a
slow emulsion peod which Imposes a high risk of failure
in obtaining stisfaotory results (4, p.204). The Ameri-

can Standard Epposure Index for Kodak Ektachrome Aero Film

(the color tili used in this study) is 40 compared with
100 for Kodak uper-XX Aerograpbic Film (the most commonly

used black-and-white aerial film). This indicates that
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b1ack'and..whjte film has a much faster emulsion speed than

the color film. The latitude of exposure difficult to

compare, but instructions for the use of both types of film

specify that the exposure setting must be nearly exact for

color film, while for black-and-white film it is possible

to obtain satisfactory results with a wider range of set-

tinge for the camera. The list prioe for one roll of Ekta-

chrome Aero Film 9 inches by 75 feet is *144.90 compared

with 32.45 for a similar roll of Super-XX Aerographic Film.

The chemicals for processing on roll coat approximately

l9.00 for the Ektachrome and 5.00 for the Supor-XX.

Color prints are also very expensive compared to black-and-

white prints, so that the original positive color trans-

parencies are generally used. This necessitates the use of

light tables and other special equipment for adequate view-

ing of the transparencies. The Pacific Northwest Forest

and Range Experiment Station has devised a small portable

folding light tablefor use in the field (23).

Color aerial photography will undoubtedly find greater

practical use as techniques and films are improved. It

principal use has been in military reconnaissance, where

is valuable in camouflage detection and in depth of water

studies. tn forest insect sureys the moat extensive pro-

ject to date has probably been the beetle-trend survey pre-

viously described. Most of the color transparencies were

of excellent quality, although the weather vias unfavorable
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during the summer of 1954. The survey was successful in

adjusting estimates of the volume of beetle-killed timber,

and in determining trends in the epidemic. The color

transparencies were also useful in demonstrating the ser-

iousness of the infestation to various interested groups.
Other insect survey projects utilizing color photog-

raphy have been relatively limited in scope (21, p.327).

Tests were make in 1946 in insect-damaged stands of pon-

dorosa pine in Montana with good results for oblique and

vertical photography. Tussock moth damage in Idaho

photographed in 1947, and the photographs were considered

the principal factor in "selling" the need for a control
program. A more extensive test project in ponderosa pine
in California wa. made during 1951. Comparisons were made

among various films, filters, and scales with results in-
dicating that panchromatic film was probably the most prac-

tical to use, although color film showed the insect damage
most vividly. Tests in the Douglas-fir region in the same
period indicated that color film had no marked advantages

for insect studies (22, p.633), Later tests during this

beetle epidemic have shown that color photography is very

effective when used with care.



LOCATION OF STUDY AREA AND PLOTS

The general study area and the locations of the beetle

trend plots used in the study are shown on Maps I and II.

The study area represents approximately the same portion of

western Oregon and southwestern Washington which had been

included in the 1952 Blowdown and Bark Beetle Survey.

Each photo plot consists of a defined portion of a

strip of eight to twelve color photo transparencies. The

actual portion of each plot used in this project was limit-

ed to the area falling within three inches photo distance

on either side of the line of flight end extending the

length of the photo strip between the first and last p oto

centers. The total area included in the twelve plots

approximately 16,787 acres.

Of the fifty comparative beetle-trend plots photo-

graphed during the summer of 1954, twelve plots were selec

ed for use in this study. It was necessary to limit the

scope of the study 80 that the project could be completed

within a reasonable period of time. Plots were eliminated

from consideration if they were on color transparencies of

relatively poor quality, or if the plots did not include a

fairly large number of beetle-killed trees. An additional

requirement was that a few plots should be accessible for

field checks. Fifteen plots were considered, but only

twelve plots were finally selected. Preliminary compilation

14
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of the data Indicated when onough plots had been Interpreted
to meet the requirements of the experimental design. Eleven

plots were randomly selected from the fifteen plots. The

twelfth plot was chosen mechanically to provide an equal

number of plots under Coast Range and Cascade Range cate-

gorlea.

The locations of the twelve plots are illustrated on
Map II and described below:

COAST RANGE

Plot No. Location

22 P138, R9W, Lincoln County, Oregon

37 TI5S, R7W, Benton County, Oregon

7R P308, R8W, Douglas County, Oregon

35 T12S, flOW, Lincoln County, Oregon

40 P328, R8W, Douglas and Josephine Counties, Oregon

60 T15S, R?W, Lane Cot'nty, Oregon

CASCADE RANGE

Plot No. Location

54 T21&22S, R2W, Lane County, Oregon

76 T8N, R6E, Cowlitz County, Washington

75 T4N, R6E, Skamania County, Washington

13 T23&24S, R2E, Lane County, Oregon

26 T6&7S, R6E, Clackamas County, Oregon

9 T28S, RiW, Douglas County, Oregon
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fiETh0D OF STUDY

Interpretation of Color Photo Plots

Two basic stops were involved in the interpretation of

the color aerial photographs. First, all groups of beetle-

killed trees within each plot were oounted, located on a

contour map, and classified as to aspect, topographic posi
tion and size of timber. The second step consisted of a
random point count to determine if all aspects and topo-

graphic positions occurred to the same relative extent

within the sample area.

Interpretation of the color transparencies was accom-

plished utilizing a light table and a mirror stereoscope.

A six by six inch grid of one inch squares etched on a

transparent plastic overlay was used to delineate the plot

limits, and to aid in counting and locating the beetle-

killed groups of trees. A 64-point Forest Survey templot

and a table of random numbers (17, pp.10-13) were used in

selecting and locating random points.

Preliminary steps in the interpretation included mark-
ing the photo centers with small pieces of masking tape to
serve as control points for determining plot limits. Each

pair of photos in the plot was then briefly examined ater-

eoaoopically, and photo-center locations were noted on U. S.

Geological Survey topographic maps, or on U. S. Forest

Service planimetric maps. This was necessary to assure

17
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accurate orientation in respect to true map positions.
The photos wore then atereoacopically-examthed in do-

tall with the center line or the transparent grid lined up
with the photo centers. All beetle-killed trees within the
plot limits were then counted within the groups in which
they occurred. The location of each group was noted direct-
ly on the map of that area, or If the map scale was too
small, the groups were noted on a graph correspondIng to the
grid. This was done as an aid in counting, locating and
class irying the groups, and for comparison with field
checks.

The groups were then classified as to aspect, topo-
graphic position, and timber slzo in accordance with the
following class ificatlons:

Aspect
N North
NE Northeast
E East
SE Southeast
S South
SW Southwest
W West
NW Northwest
0 Flat or aspect Indiscernible

Topogrhic Pos It ion
Upper Upper third of slope
Middle Middle third of slope
Lower Lower third of slope
Ridge Math or well-defined secondary ridge
Valley Bottom Narrow creek beds or flats adjoining

rivers
Number of Beetle-Killed Trees In Group

1 Single isolated beetle-killed tree
2-5 Light infestation
6-30 Moderate infestation
3l Heavy infestation



Timber Size
Pole
Sawt imber

The decision to investigate the factors under the

classifications listed was based on previous similar studies

of relationships between topography and the occurrence of

insect infestations and forest diseases (2, 13, 20), It

was also necessary to determine the factors that could be

adequately interpreted from the color transparencies. Al-

though the general topography and insect damage were readily

interpreted on the transparencies, the dense character of
the timber did not permit the ground to be adequately viewed
for a detailed study of such factors as steepness of slope,

elevation above sea level, or curvature of slope. The form

used in recording mortality is shown on Plate I.

Both aspect and topographic position have been con

sidered in a general manner. Minor topographic features

could not be adequately interpreted on the transparencieE

or maps. The classification of these factors is similar

to that used in Boyce and Wagg's study of conk rot (2).

The classification of the number of beetle-killed

trees in each group follows that used in the 1952 Blowdown

and Bark Beetle Survey with the exception of the email-

sized groups. The original survey classified heavy and
moderate infestations in the same manner, but area2 of
light infestation were defined as a general area containing

at least one group of two to five dead trees per forty
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acres (7, p.15). In this study single trees have been in-
eluded as a separate category because entomologists at the
Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Experiment Station ox-

pressed an interest in information about this type or in-
sect damage. The infestation has been characterized by
group-.kil].ing of trees. In the case of single trees or
poorly-defined groups, trees were included or excluded

from a group on the basis of the distance between trees
in respect to the overall shape of the group. This was a

matter of judgment because the variation in photo scale did
not permit accurate meaaurorents of distance.

Each group of beetle-killed trees was also classified
as to size of timber. This only served to indicate the
relative extent to which sawtimber had predominated within
the sample area, as had been intended in the design of the
original beetle-trend plots.

The forest stands in the sample area were predominant-

ly composed of Douglas-fir sawtimber. All mortality inai-
cated by discolored foliage was considered to be caused by
Douglas-fir bark beetles unless the timber was clearly of
anothor species. Forest entomologists advised that mor-
tality caused by other forest insects or diseases should be
considered negligible in comparison with the tremendous

amount of damage caused by the bark beetles. Old snags

show up distinctly white in color, and they were not count-
ed as beetle-caused mortality.
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A random point count was necessary to account for the

possibility that certain aspects or topographic positions
had not occurred to the same relative extent within the
sample area, The random point count was distinct and sep-

arate from the count and classification of beetle-killed
groups of trees, although it encompassed exactly the same

plot area. The total number of random points selected was

determined by the need for a minimum ol' approximately twen-

ty points for each classification to permit the detection
of true differences in areas of aspects or slopes. The

number of random points assigned to each plot was propor-

tional to the number of stereo-pairs of photos which made

up the plot.
Random methods using a table of random numbers were

applied in selecting a stereo-pair of photographs for sthdy
as well as a random point within the stereo-pair. A 64-

point Forest Survey templet as placed over one transpar-

ency and lined up with the fiducial marks. The grid of

one-inch squares was placed over the other transparency of
the stereo-pair to serve as a plot delineator as in the
mortality count. The random point was then located with

reference to maps of the same area, and the aspect, topo-
graphic position, and timber size were noted on a form
shown on Plate II. It the point fell on open ground or in
timber other than Douglas..fir, it was discarded and another
random stereo-pair and random point were chosen. This
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procedure coupled with a statistical analysis of the

suits, takes into account the variations in stocking arid

timber species included in the sample area under each clas-

sification of aspect and topographic position.

Field Check

A portion of plot number 37 was checked in the field

with the aid of Dr. J. fi. Diiworth for purposes of compar-

ison with the photo-interpretation. The field check was

made during February of 1955, before the crowns of newly-

infested trees would have begun turning color. Seven groups

of beetle-killed trees were chocked. All beetle-killed

trees in each group wero counted, including any recently

windthrown trees within the group, and the crown class of

each tree was noted. Old snags were not counted.

This part of the study yielded information on the

accuracy of the photo-interpretation, and gave some indi-

cation of the proportion of beetle-killed trees which were

not visible from the air,

Anaysis of Data

The number of beetle-killed groups were totaled under

each classification of aspect, topographic position, and

timber size, The group data w

size classifications previousi;

moderate infestation, etc.)

summarized for Coast flange plot

24

sorted into the group

eted (heavy infestation,

information was further

Cascade Range plots, and

for all plots. The number of beetle-killed trees was also
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totaled for each group classification as an indication of
the distribution of mortality within the size groups. The

random point counts were summarized for Coast Range plots,

Cascade Range plots, and for all plots.
Before analyzing the mortality data, it was necessary

to determine if all aspects or slopes had been sampled in
approximately the same proportions. Random point coun

totals for Coast Range plots, Caøcade Range plots, and for
all plots, were analyzed separately by Chi-square test
If the tests indicated the sample represented a chance dis-
tribution of aspects or slopes, th.e succeeding analyses of
group mortality were carried out without adjusting the
group plot totals. However, if the teats showed that Ce:

tam slopos or aspects had been sampled in different pro-
portions, it was then necessary to relate the random point
count totals to the corresponding mortality data by the
use of ratios, Since the point counts were taken randomly,

they should be proportional to the total area characterized
by each position on slope or aspect in the sample area.
Therefore, the use of the ratio of mortality to the random
point count is, ft effect, :ri adjustment for unequal areas
under different slopes or aspects.

For example, if aspects had been shown by Chi-aquare

tests to have been sampled in different proportions, it
would then have been necessary to divide each plot group

mortality total for each aspect by the corresponding random
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point count tota: or all plots. These ratios would then

be used in place of each plot mortality figure in subse-

quent analyses,

Analysis of variance was used in determining the sig-

nificance of all mortality data. In data of this type var-

iances tend to be proportional to means. Hence, transfor-

mations are necessary to obtain group variances that are

comparable (17, p.315). The square root of the mortality

count was the appropriate transformation, except in cases

where over half the numerical values were under 7. In this

case the square root tends to ovorcorreot, so 0.5 was added

to each value before extracting the square root (17, p.445)

If the analysis of variance indicated that significant

differences existed among the characteristics being studied,

coniparisons were then made among pairs of moans. The com-

parisons indicated the individual factors which accounted

for significance.

Apparent differences between mortality on combined

northerly and combined southerly aspects wore subjected

to "t" tests. Means of the transformed values were used

in these tests.



RESI LTS

Characteristics of Sample
Chi-aquare tests of the random point count totals

li8ted In Table I Indicated that deviations might be chance
effects from an equal distribution of aspects. This was

true for Coast or Cascade plots, or for Coast and Cascade
plots considered together. Zero aspect was not included

in the Chi-square test or In subsequent analyses because an
insufficient number of random points fell in that category.

TABLE I

RANDOM POINT COUNT TOTALS EOR ASPECTS

27

Table II lists the random point count totals for topo
graphic positions. Chi-aquare tests of upper, middle, and
lower slope totals showed that some slopes did not occur
with equal frequencies for Coast, Cascade, and Coast plus
Cascade totals. An insufficient number of random points

fell in valley bottom and ridge classifications for

24 25 49
23. 32 53
23 3 6
34 9 53
28 19 47
22 30 52
35 23 58

SE 19 25 44
0 2 2 4

Total



inclusion in the Chim.square test.

TA BLE I I

RANDOM POINT COUNT TOTAlS FOR TOPOGRAPHIC POSITION

ost on oas aec
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Random point count totals are listed for timber size
in Table III as an indication of the character of the sam
pie.

TABLE III

RANDOM POINT COLNT TOTALS FOR TIMBER SIZE

m.er ze Coast asoade oaa & asca
Number of flL 0 fl

Mortality Related to Aspect
Tables IV, V and VI summarize the basic data gathered

in the mortality counts by aspects after sorting the data
into groups. The data are listed for Coast, Cascade, and
Coast plus Cascade categories. The numbers in the tables

represent groups of beetle-killed trees rather than the
number of trees in the groups.

Upper 112 57 169
Middle 61 59 120
Lower 35 92 127
Ridge 19 5 24
Valley Bottom 5 7 12

Sawt irnber 185 188 373
Pole 2 20 43



Group.
Clasa

1
2-5
6-30
31
Total

Group
Clas

1
2-5
6-30
31
Total

TABLE IV

GROUP MORTALITY BY ASPECTS - COAST RANGE

Aspect
W NW N NE E SE 0

Groups of beetle-killed trees----------

23 23 30 67 21 35 26 17 0 242
35 24 32 73 41 41 36 30 1 313
15 20 30 52 39 34 38 22 3 253
2 0 6 21 4. 3 2 1 0 39

75 67 98 213 105 11 102 70 4

TABLE V

GROUP MORTALITY BY ASPECTS - CASCADE RANGE

Groups of beet

TABLE VI

GROHPORTALITY BY ASPECTS - COAST & CASCADE RANGES

pec

The data in the tables do not indicate the variation

Bá8ed on nuxnber of beet trees per group.

29

Total

Group
Class NE E SE 0 To

roups o ee e- ed treea--------

2 571
1 745
3 506
0

1 30 42 42 42 36 54 53 28 2 329
2-5 32 51 64 52 53 72 56 52 0 432
6-30 19 22 33 36 48 39 24 32 0 253
31 0 3 4 8 12 7 5 4 0 43
Total

53 65 72 109 5? 89 79 45
67 75 96 125 94 113 92 82
34 42 63 88 87 73 62 54
2 3 10 29 18 10 7 5
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among the plots. Plot group totals for aspects are pre-
sented in Tables XIV through XVIII in the Appendix. The

plot totals were tosted by analysis of variance to dis-
cover significant cifferences that might exist among t
aspects within the various categories.

No significance was found except in the 31+ grouping

for the Coast Range where highly significant differences
were found to be present. Least significant differences
were calculated, and independent comparisons of the means

gave strong evidence that at the five or one per cent
levels, all significance was attributable to the high mo:
tality on the northwest aspect alone. The analysis of
variance for this grouping is presented in Table VII. All

of the analyses for aspects are included in the Appendix
in Tables XXIV through XXVIII.

TABLE VII

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR ASPECTS
GROUPS OF 31 TREES - COAST RANGE2

ource 0 egrees o urn 0 Mean
Variation Freedom S.uares S.ua

Apparent differences wore noted between the mortal-

ity on combined northerly aspects and combined southerly

n.icates sign ficant a eve

Total 47 12.611
Plots 5 .854 .171
Aspects 7 5.586
Error 35 6.171 .176
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aspects0 The results of "t" tests of the differences be-

tween means of transformed values are shown in Table VIII.

The northerly aspects (northwest, north and northeast) were

found to have a consistently greater mean value than the

southerly aspects (southeast, south and southwest) under

all categories, but "t" tests were necessary to determine

which of these differences were statistically significant.

TABLE VIII

DI}FEc;C..S BETVdEEN r.EA.;S OF TRANSFORflD rC.RTALiTY
DATA3 i1O NORPHERLY APECPS D SO THERLY ASPiCTS

(8Io.NIFicA1cE A DEThR?INED BY "t" TESTS)4

roup ( ass oas oast &

ransforme. vauee were é square roo 0 eac p
mortality total, or the square root of' the rnortali
total after adding 0.5 as explained on page 22.

4. * indicates significant at 5 level.
** indicates significant at 1% level.

These tests indicate that large groups of beetle-killed

trees occurred in significantly greater numbers on northerly

aspects compared to southerly aspects in Coast and Cascade

areas. However, the tendency is shown to be greater in the

Coast Range, and the analyses of variance indicated that

the northwest aspect, in particular, had a great amount of

heavy beetle damage.

e

1 .59 $6 47*
2-5 .62 .33 .47*
6-30 .54 67*
31 39*
Al]. Classes 1.38* .79 1 ,39**
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When Coast and Cascade plots were tested together, aig-
ritficanco was round in all group categories. The indica-

tions are that heavy beetle damage in Coast or Cascade areas
shov a definite tendency toward occurring on northerly
aspects, and that a lesser but similar tendency exists in
the case of smaller groups.
Mortalit Related to To.ora.hie Position

Variations in the amount of mortality on upper, middle,
and lower slopes could have occurred by chance alone as in-

dicated by the plot group totals and analyses of variance
in Tables XIX through XXIII and XXIX through XXXIII in the

Appendix. Insufficient data were gathered for any valid
conclusions from comparisons of the ridge and valley bottom
classifications. The group mortality summaries for topo-

graphic positions are listed in Tables IX, X and XI. The

random point count for topographic positIons indicated that
upper, middle, and lower slopes had not occurred with equal
frequencies within the sample area. To adjust for these
unequal areas, the ratio of each plot group mortality total
to the corresponding random point count total was used in
subsequent analyses in place of the original mortality
data. The ratios are shown in Tables XXXIV through XXXVIII

In the Appendix.



Group
Class er Middle

opograph a Poe
Lower Rid e

on
Valle

r t r
1
2-5
6-30
31 +
Total

opograp a Poe one
Lower Ride V

Total

Group

126
162
132

22

TABLE IX

GROUP MORTALITY BY TOPOGRAPHIC POSITIONS - COAST RANGE

0

TABLE X

GROUP MORTALITY BY TOPOGRAPHIC POSITIONS - CASCADE RANGE

TABLE XI

k

10
14

8
0

33

Bottom

GROUP MORTALITY BY TOPOGRAPHIC POSITIONS
COAST & CASCADE RANGES

Group
Class Upper Middle

opograph a Posit on
Lower Ridge Valley Bottom

Group of beetle-killed trees----------
1 212 142 217 19 17
2-5 272 186 287 36 29
6-30 190 11 185 32
31 + 30 26 26 1 0
Total 04 485 715 88 59

1 86 58 185 9 7
2-5 110 96 226 15 15
6-30 58 53 142 10 5
3]. ± 8 14 21 1 0



Total Number of Trees in Gzoup Classes

The total number of txees included in the sample by
group classes is listed in Table XII.

XII

OF BEETLE-KILLED TREES IN GROUP

Num.er of rees
in Group Classes

TOTAL 1U BE

34

r'oup
Class

1
2-5
6-30
31 +
Total

571
2223
6344
4379

- Per Cent
in Grou

4.2%
16.5%
46.9%
32.4

The preceding table i indicative of the twelve plots
utilized in this study whiOb had been selected to include
areas of fairly severe beetle damage. In this study the
table shows that 79 per cert of' the beetle-killed treee
occurred in groups of six or more trees. However, when the

total number of fifty beetle-trend plots were interpreted
for the Forest Service by Dr. J. R. Dilworth, 40 per cent
of the beetle-killed trees were in groups of six or more
trees. The Forest Service study was representative of the
entire epidemic area, whil this study was concerned only

with areas of fairly severe beetle damage.
Field Check

The results of the field check compared with photo-
interpretation of the same groups are shown in Table XIII.
It will be noted that nearly all of the dominant and

S

of Trees
Classes
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codominant beetle.'killed t'oes wore counted, but interme- 

diate and suppro8aed trees were usually missed. A rsla- 
tively large number of intrmediato and suppressed trees 

are not visible on the traisparencioe, but from a volume 

standpoint these trees make up only a small part of the 

stand (23). 

ThBLE XIII 

COMPARISON OF FIELD .ANI) PHOTO CO NTS 
OF BEETLE-KILLED TREES 

-00 rout O 
of Trees 
in Grou 0 

S ount o irees n 

Total 
'omnan 

Codornthnt 
.Ir errnedato 

Su ssed 

49 54 18 72 
44 43 4 47 
19 18 4 22 
4 5 4 9 
23 11 12 23 
26 26 11 3? 
15 13 3 16 



DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The rosult8 of this siudy should be viewed with cer-

tam qualifications in min4. The twelve bee trend plots

utilized in the study represent areas of fairly sevex'e

beetle damage in this partIcular epidemic. It is likely

that areas of scattered beetle damage might have other

characteristics. Photo-interpretation of forest Insect

damage of this type certathly has many advantages and fu-

ture possibilities, but it should be noted that many inter-

mediate and suppressed tree were not visible on the color

transparencies. It Is also apparent that a detailed study

of ecological factors only could be made on the ground,

However, regional studies Of certain factors which are

readily visible on color aOrial photographs will probably

prove to be both economical and convenient. The twelve

plots used in this study include over 16,000 acres of for-

est land in which 1,904 grups of beetle-killed trees

(including single trees) wre examined stereoscopically.

The total number of beetla+killed trees counted in the

study was 13,517,

The use of a random point count technique in account-

ing for disproportionate sample areas under any category
of aspect or topographic position was a somewhat differ-

ent approach than methods iaed in most studies. It is

believed that this techniq'iio was effective in reducing a

36



sampling error which is often ignored. High mortality on

upper slopes in the Coast Range and on lower slopes in the
Cascade Range might have shown an erroneous significance

had not the random point count, together with subsequent
adjustment and analysis ofmortality data, proven that no
significant differences woxe present.

Although this study dd not indicate that mortality
occurred in a pattern rela$ed to topographic position, it
should be remembered that the results apply only on a re-
gional basis. The data an4 analyses were broken down into

Coast Range and Cascade Range sub-regions, but perhaps cer-

tain watoreheda or localities, if studied individually,
might exhibit other tendencies.

In analyzing the relationship of aspect to the occur-
rence of beetle damage, itwas not necessary to adjust
mortality data for unequalsample areas. Rando: point

count totals, when tested by CM-square, indicated that
any deviations might be chance effects from an equal diem
tribution of aspects. Restlte of subsequent analyses of
mortality data showed thataspoct was related to the oc-
currence of beetle damage. Northerly aspects (northwest,
north, and northeast) had a aigrAificantly greater number
of groups of bsotle-kjflodtrees than southerly aspects.
The tendency for damage tobe concentrated on northerly
aspects was most pronounced when the damage occurred in

large groups in Coast Rang areas. A similar but lesser



tendency existed in Cascade Range areas. This supports

the theory that moat of the beetle damage occurred near
the blowdown, which was concentrated on north and northeast

aspeots in the Coast Range.1 The highly significant amount

of mortality found on northWest aspects in the Coast Range

can probably be explained y a combination of nearby wind-

throw and additional aoo1oical factors which are not yet
fully understood.
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A recent severe epideiio of Douglas-fir bark beetles
in western Oregon and southwestern Washington has been

studied by utilizing twelve color aerial photo plots to
determine if the beetle damage was related to aspect or
topographic position. The plots were selected randomly .rrom

fifty beetle-trend plots photographed during the summer of

1954 by the Pacific Northwst Forest and Range Experiment

Station. The plots selected were limited to area of fairly
severe beetle damage, with the additional qualification that
some of the plots would be accessible for field checks.
Six plots were located in Coast Range aroas and six plots
on the western slope of the Cascade Range. The plots were

photographed from an altithde of approximately 7500 feet
above the average ground e]evation using a 12-inch focal
length aerial camera, Ektachrome Aero film was used in this

project. The resulting phdtographs were in the form of
9-inch square color transparencies with an average photo
scale of approximately 1:7500.

Photo-interpretation or the plots was accomplished
utilizing a mirror stereosóope and a light table. A trans-

parent plastic grid was sujerimposed over one photo of each
stereo-pair to delineate the plot limit., and as an aid in
locating the beet1e-causedmorta1ity. All visible beetle-

killed trees in each plot lero counted, located on a map of
the area, and the groups wre then olaasifed as to the
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aspect and topographic posit ion on which they occurred.

A random point count was alo necessary to determine if

all aspects and topographio positions occurred to the same

relative extent within the sample area. A 64-point Forest

Survey templet and a table of random numbers were used in

locating and selecting random points.

Random point count totals were tested by Chi-aquare.

If the tests indicated the sample areas did not have equal

frequencies of slopes or aspeot8, the mortality plot totals

were then divided by the afpropriate random point count

totals to adjust for the unequal frequencies. The frequen-

cies are asumed proportioral to the total area under h.

given slope or aspect. Therefore, adjusting for unequal

frequencies is equivalent to adjusting for unequal are.

Analysis of variance was ueed In determining it signifi-

cant differences existed among mortality totals for indi-

vidual slopes or aspects. Apparent differences between

mortality on combined northerly aspects compared with that

on combined southerly aspe4ta wore analyzed by using the

"t" test.

The results apply onl to areas of fairly severe bee-

tie damage in this epidemic. This qualification is empha-

sIzed by comparIng an analysts of the total number of fifty

beetle-trend plots carriedout for the Forest Service by

Dr. J. R. Dilworth, with t}o analysis of twelve plots used

in this study which had been selected to include only areas
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of fairly severe beetle damage. In the Forest Service

study 40 per cent of the beetle-killed trees were in groups
of six or more trees, while in this study 79 per cent of
the beetle-killed trees were in the same category.

With the preceding qualifications in mind, the results
indicate that the beetle damage was related to aspect, but
not to topographic positior. Northerly aspects had a etg-
nifloantly greater number of groups of beetle-killed trees
than southerly aspects. The tendency for damage to be con-

centrated on northerly aspects was most pronounced when the

damage occurred in large groups in Coast Range areas. A

similar but lesser tendenoy existed in Cascade Range areas.
A highly significant amount of heavy beetle damage was

found on northwest aspects in Coast flange areas.

Statistical analysis of upper, middle, and lower slope
mortality data did not indicate that any significant differ-
ences were present If the random point count technique

had not been utilized in accounting for the disproportionate
sample areas of upper and lower slopes, it is probable that
Incorrect conclusions would have resulted. Ridge and valley

bottom classifications cou'd not be analyzed without ex-
panding the study.

The field check indicated that nearly all dominant and
codominant beetle-killed trees were counted, but that most
intermediate arid suppressed trees were not visible on the
color transparencies.
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TABLE XIV

PLOT GROUP MORTALITY BY ASPECTS - ALL GROUPS

a * e
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- - - as

1 1 0
1 2 2
6 14 6
8 4 8
1 5 4
4 9 6
3. 6 1
2 18 30
6 9 5

10 5 1
12 12 13

5 4 3

7R 20 2]. 39 74 15 3 2 6 0 180
22 5 23 19 58 7 4 3 1]. 0 130
37 7 1 0 18 19 40 26 22 0 133
35 24 8 9 17 18 28 28 14 0 144
40 3 1 8 10 14 9 16 2 0 63
60 16 13 23 36 32 29 29 15 4 197
54 14 20 34 15 1 12 1 11 1 109
76 15 20 28 1 17 42 76 58 0 269
75 17 2]. 7 17 32 49 15 16 1 175
13 16 18 48 3 35 17 5 13 0 185
26 16 25 11 4 49 39 31 15 0 230

9 3 14 15 1 15 13 10 3 0 89

Total 156 185 241 351 254 285 240 186

6 8 17
22 2 7 9
37 4 1 0
35 8 2 0
40 1 0 0
80 4 5 4
54 8 10 10
76 9 7 1].
75 3 5 5
13 4 8 11
26 5 7 1

9 1 5 4

1 0 64
2 0 35
7 0 4
2 0 36
0 0 12
5 0 49
3 1 43

18 0 100
2 1 41
3 0 55
2 0 85
0 0 25

Total 53 65 72 109 57 79 571

TABLE XV

PLOT MORTA TY BY ASPECTS TREES



As p e C
N NE
beetle-

0
Number

TABLE XVI

PLOT G.ROP MORTALITY BY ASPECTS GROUPS OF 2-5 TREES

TABLE X1U

PLOT GROUP MORTALITY BYASPECTS - GROUPS OF 6-30 TREES

Total
re e a - * - - * * - -

46

7R 5 7 7 8 7 1 2 2 0 3
22 1 8 8 22 4 0 0 2 0 45
37 0 0 0 4 6 9 10 8 0 37
35 4 2 5 6 6 14 7 5 0 47
40 0 0 5 3 5 1 5 1 0 20
60 5 3 7 11 9 14 4 3 65
54 2 5 8 6 0 1 0 5 0 25
76 1 1 6 S 3 9 13 14 0 52
75 7 4 1 S 9 10 4 5 0 43
15 7 4 1]. 6 10 5 1 5 0 49
26 2 6 4 1 23 11 4 6 0 6

9 0 2 3 4 3 2 1 0 18

Total 34 42 63 8 87 73 62 54 5 506

IR 6 13 5 1 0 3 0 69
22 8 2 2 2 1 7 0 42
37 0 0 7 15 10 7 0 47
35 4 6 4 0 10 7 0 57
40 2 1 34 7 7 0 0 27
60 7 5 8 1O 16 10 8 6 1 71
54 4 4 15 6 0 5 0 5 0 39
76 5 12 11 9 15 30 22 0 105
75 7 11 1 7 9 27 6 11 0 79
13 S 6 23 12 15 7 3 5 0 76
26 9 11 6 17 13 16 12 7 0 91
9 2 7 8 7 7 4 5 2 0 42

Total 67 75 96 125 94 113 92 82 745

-Group of



TABLE XVIII

PLOT GROUP :ORTALITY BY SPECTS GROUPS OF 31 TREES

PABLE XIX

PLOT GROUP ORTALITY BY TOPOGRAPHIC POSITIONS ALL GROUPS

30
27
27
24

220
83

0
216

715

or Middle
opograp o Poe t on

Lower Rid Valley Bottom
roups 0 bee e-kflled trees

47

7R 0 0 2 4 2 0 0 0 0
22 0 0 0 8: 0 0 0 0 0
37 1 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 3
35 1 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 4
40 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 4
60 0 0 4 5 1 1 1 00 12
54 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
76 0 0 0 0 3 2 3 4 0 12
75 0 1 0 0 8 3 0 0 0 12
13 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 5
26 0 1 0 4 1 0 2 0 0 8

9 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 4

Total 2 3 10 29 16 10 7 5 0

7R 110 4
22 38 63
37 101 3].
35 42 72
40 27 9
60 124 46
54 48 37
76 0 49
75 29 63
13 163 22
26 0 14

9 22 36

Plot
Number S SW W NW N E Total

Youps of bee tle.*killed tree

27 5 12
29 8 8

1 6 3
10 1
4 a

22 5
9 10
7 6
5 6

12 2
2 0
2

Total 704 485



TABLE XX

TABLE XXI

PLOT GROUP MORTALIfl BY TOPOGRAPHIG POSITIONS
GROU PS OF 2-5 TREES

48

PLOT GROUP MORTALiTY BY TOPOGRAPHIC POSITIONS - SINGLE TREES

Plot
Number Tipper Middle

TopographTfs it ion
Lower Ridge Valley Bottom

-----------Groups of beetle-killed trees
7R 44 17 3 1 2
22 8 17 10 1 2
37 35 11 0 1 3
35 9 22 5 2 1
40 8 1 3 3 0
60 22 16 II 2 2
54 21 14 8 3 2
76 0 19 8]. 1 3
75 6 8 27 0 2
13 5]. 4 C) 4 0
26 0 2 63 0 0

9 8 11 6 1 0

Number Upper Middle Lower Rid..e Valley Bottom
-----------Groups o 'sot Os ---------

7R 39 19 11 1 7
22 16 15 1 4 2
37 36 10 1 2 0
35 20 25 12 3 0
40 7 4 16 1 3
60 44 17 10 10 2
54 19 11 9 2 6
76 0 24 81 4 3
75 13 28 38 2 2
13 69 7 0 6 1
26 0 11 80 0 0

9 9 15 18 I 3

Total 272 186 287 36 29

Total 212 142 217 19 17

0 opograph a P0 on



TABLE XXII

PLOT GROiT? MORTALITY BY TOPOGRAPHIC POSITIONS
GROU PS OF 6-30 TRFFS

ot
Number

.iopographic Position
iddlo Lower Rid_e Valle Bottom

led trees---------- - -Groups o

TABLE XXIII

PLOT GROUP L1ORTALIT( EY TOPOGRAPHIC POSITIO1S
GROUPS OF 31 TREES

49

Plot IpographTc Position
Number Upper Middle Lower Ride Vallo Bottom

ed trees---------

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
1 0
0 0
o 0
0 0

1 0

7R 21 6 12 1 3
22 12 25 8 3 4
37 27 10 0 3 0
35 13 2 11 5 0
40 10 3 7 0 0
60 49 11 5 10 1
54 7 11 7 4 2
76 0 4 48 2 0
75 9 18 16 0 2

13 39 10 0 2 1

26 0 1 65 2 0
9 3 9 6 0 0

Total 190 131 185 32 13

-----------Groups of beete-ki

7R 6 1 1
22 2 6 0
37 3 0 0
35 0 2 2
40 2 1 1
60 9 2 1
54 1 1 0
76 0 2 10
75 1 9 2
13 4 1 0
26 0 0 8

9 2 1 1

Total 30 26 26



Source
of

Variat to;

TABLE XXIV

ANALYSES OF VARIKTCE.; FOR ASPECTS
ALL GROUPS

oas asca
Source Degrees Degrees

of of Mean of
Variation Freedom S.uare Freedom

TABLE XXV

ANALYSES OF VARIANCE FOR ASPECTS
SINGLE TREES

asoa.e oas asca e
Degress Dereez

or Moan of Mean
Freedom Square Freedom Square

PA BLE XXVI

ANALYSES OF VA.RIMCE FOR ASPECTS
GROPS OF 2-5 PRS

Moanuar

50

oas & asoa.e
begroes

of Mean
FreedomSquare

CoaaZ çaaçade Coast &
begroes Degrees Degrees

of Mean of Mean of Mean
Freedom Sare Freedom Sjuare Freedom Square

Total 47 47 95
Plots 5 4,588 5 7.191 11 8.006
Aspects 7 4.039 7 1.411 7 3.727
Error 35 2.634 35 2.330 77 2.139

Total 47 47 95
Plots 5 1.627 5 2.328 11 2.154
Aspects 7 1.269 7 .568 7 1.294
Error 35 .899 35 .785 7? .815

Total 47 47 95
Plots 5 1.366 5 2.573 11 2.259
Aspects 7 .932 7 .500 7 .750
Error 35 1.031 35 4973 77 73

Source Doroos
of of Mean

Variation Freedom Square



Source Degree
of of

Variation Froedo

Source
of

Variation

Coast
a

Moan
nl S.uar

TABLE XXVII

ANALES OF VARIANCE FOR ASPECTS
GROUPS OF 6-30 TREES

Casoadie Coast & Cascade
Degrees begrees

of Mean of Moan
Freedom S.uare Freedom S.uare

TABLE XXVII

ANALYSES OF VARIANCE FOR ASPECTS
GROUPS OF 31 TREES

oaet
Degrees

of Mean
Freedom Square

TABLE XXIX

ANALYSES OF VARIANCE FOR UPPER, MIDDLE AND LOWER SLOPES
ALL GROUPS

51

Cascade toast & asoade
Degrees Degrees

of Mean of Mean
Freedom Square Freedom Squar

Total 47 47 95
Plots 5 1.337 5 1.760 1]. 1.412
Aspects 7 1.133 7 .61]. 7 1.451
Error 35 1.056 35 .649 77 .802

Total 47 47 95
Plots 5 .171 5 .238 11 188
Aspects 7 .798*4* 7 .245 7 .729**
Error 35 .176 35 304 77 .247.

u oa asca'e
Source Degrees Degrees

of or Mean of Mean
Variation Freedom Freedom S.uare
Total 17 17
Plots 5 .12134 5 .19800
Positions 2 .00630 2 .26700
Error 10 .12923 10 1. 97240



TABLE XXX

TABLE XXXI

TABLE XXXII

ANALYSES OF VARIANCE FOR TiPPER, MIDDLE AND LOW:R SLOPES
GROUPS OF 6-30 TREES

52

ANALYSES OF VARIANCE FOR UPPER, MIDDTJ
SINGLE TREES

AD LOWER SLOPES

oae as ca * e
Source Degrees Degrees

of of Mean of Mean
Variation Freedom Suare Freedom S.uar

Total 17 17
Plots 5 .01598 5 .02778
Poe it ions 2 .00885 2 .04420
Error 10 .01598 10 .11675

ANALYSES OF VARIANCE FOR UPPER, MIDDLE MD LOWER SLOPES
GROUPS OF 2-5 TREES

oas asca
Source Degrees 1)e gre e S

of of Mean of Mean
Variation Freedom S.uare Freedom

Total 17 1?
Plots 5 .01376 5 .03366
Poe it ions 2 .00445 2 .02940
Error 10 .01885 10 .16985

oas asca'e
Source egrees b greee

of of Mean of Mean
Variation Freedom S.uare 'eedom S.uaro

Total 17 17
Plots 5 .01328 5 .01542
Poe it ions 2 .00035 2 .01980
Error 10 .02055 10 .07229



TABLE XXXIII

ANALYSES OF VARIANCE FOR UPPER, MIDDLE AND LOWER SLOPES
GROUPS OF 31± TREES

TABLE XXXIV

RATIOS OF PLOT GROUP MORTALITY TO CORRESPONDING RANDOM
POINT COUI'iT TOTALS IOR UPPER, WIDDLE AND LOWER SLOPES

ALL GROUPS

55

ot
Number r Middle Lower

7R .98 .70 .77
22 .34 1 03 .83

Coast 37 .90 .51 03
35 .38 1.18 .86
40 .24 .15 .77
60 1.11 .75 .77

Total 3,95 4.32 403
54 .84 .63 .26
76 0 83 2.39

Cascade 75 .51 1.07 90
13 2.86 57 0
26 0 .24 235

9 39 .61 .34
Total

Coast Cascade
Sour as Degrees Degrees

of of Mean of Mean
Variation Freedom S.uare Freedom Square

Total 17 17
Plots 5 .00050 5 .00094
Pos it ions 2 .00015 2 .00040
Error 10 .00099 10 .00257



Plot
Numb

TABLE XXXV

RATIOS OF PLOT GROUP MORTALITY TO CORRESPONDING RANDOM
POINT COUNT TOTALS FOR UPPER, MIDDLE AND LOWER SLOPES

SINGLE TREES

Coast

Caa cads

7R
22
37
35
40
60

Total
154

76
75
:1.3

26
9

Total

37
0

.11

.89
0

14

.24

.32
.14
.07

03
.1

TABLE XXXVI

54

.09
.29

0
.14
.09
.31

.09
.88
.29

0
.69
.07

RATIOS OF PLOT GROUP MORTALITY TO CORRESPONDING RANDOM
POINT COUNT TOTAL FOR UPPE1, MIDDLE AND LOVR SLOPES

GROUPS OF 25 TREES

PlDt
Number or Middle Lower

'7R 35 .31 .31
22 .14 .25 .3].

Coast 37 .32 .16 .03
35 .18 .41 .34
40 .06 .07 .46
50 3c .2 .29

Total
54 .33 .19 1Q
'76 0 .41 .88

Cascade 75 .23 .47 .41
13 1.21 .12 0
26 0 .19 .87
9 .16 .25 .20

Total 1.93 1.63 2.46

or Middle

39 .28
.07 .28

31 .18
.08 .36
.07 .02
.20 26



Coast

Cascade

P0
Number

7R
22
37
35
40
60

Total

54
76
75
13
26

9
Total

TABLE XXXVII

RATIOS OF PLOT GROUP MORTALITY TO CORRESPONDING RANDO1
POINT COUNT TOTALS FOR UPPER, MIDDLE AND LOWER SLOPES

GROUPS OF 6-30 TREES

TABLE XXXVIII

RATIOS OF PLOT GROUP MORTALITY TO CORRESPONDING RANDOM
POINT COUNT TOTALS FOR UPPER, WIDDLE AND LOW1R SLOPES

GROUPS OF 31+ TREES

55

7R .19 10 .34
22 .1]. .41 .23

Coast 37 .24 .16 0
35 .12 .38 .31
40 .09 .05 .20
60 l 44 .18 .14

Total 1.19 1.28 1.22
54 .12 .19 .08
76 0 .07 .52

Cascade 75 16 .31 .17
13 68 .17 0
26 0 .02 7].

9 .05 15 .07
Total

.02 .02 0
0 .03 .11

.02 .15 .02

.07 .02 0
0 0 .09

.04 .02 I 01

.15 .24 .23

U :iddl Jower




